The collection, seeing compensation, and temporal Ðltering of a high-resolution time-sequence of solar photospheric images is described. A 70 minute time series of cospatial and cotemporal G band 4305 Ó and wideband 4686 Ðltergrams was obtained with the 50 cm Swedish Vacuum Solar Telescope on the Ó island of La Palma, Spain. The 29A ] 70A Ðeld-of-view near disk center contains both an enhanced network region and an (apparently) nonmagnetic "" quiet ÏÏ region of granulation. The mean time between frames is 23.5 s. Each frame is created with partitioned phase-diverse speckle restoration of three realizations of the atmospheric turbulence acquired rapidly in sequence. The result is high-resolution movies of the solar photosphere, good enough to allow detection, tracking, and analysis of bright points. D0A .2 This analysis is the subject of a companion paper.
INTRODUCTION
Production of a data set suitable for studying the dynamics of solar magnetic elements on scales below is 0A .5 an extremely difficult task in ground-based solar physics. The minimum requirements for observation of magnetic element dynamics are a very high spatial resolution ([0A .3 ; & Berger with a high degree of uniformity from Title 1996) frame to frame, a wide Ðeld of view (FOV D1@), and continuous observations at a cadence on the order of 10 s for periods on the order of hours. This paper describes the observations and restoration techniques used to produce such a data set, which is analyzed in a companion paper et al. henceforth (Berger 1998 , Paper II). The detailed basis for these requirements is demonstrated in Among the reasons are : the characteristic Paper II. observed size of magnetic elements is about 250 km (0A .35, Observation of magnetic elements is frequentMuller 1994). ly carried out indirectly through images of continuum, line center, and molecular band bright points.
et al. Berger have demonstrated that magnetic elements are seen (1995) with particularly high contrast in Ðltergrams taken in the 4305 molecular bandhead of CH (the G band). Further-Ó more, Scharmer (1995, private communication) demonstrated that simultaneous images in G-band and continuum wavelengths can be combined to produce images that trace G-band bright points extremely well. This property is used in Time series observations of G-band bright Paper II. points show them to be highly dynamic objects. The characteristic time for fragmentation and merging is in the range of the granular evolution time (6È8 minutes) but signiÐcant morphological changes of individual elements can occur on timescales of 100 s. Large clusters from which smaller elements frequently fragment and recombine have observed lifetimes on the orders of hours in enhanced network regions.
Seeing is, of course, the primary obstacle to obtaining high-resolution time series observations from the ground. Turbulence in the atmosphere above the telescope randomly distorts the phase of the wavefronts emanating from the Sun. The results is blurring and geometrical distortions in the collected images. Relative geometric distortions between frames can be successively removed by crosscorrelative "" destretching ÏÏ techniques et al. (Shine 1994 ; Tarbell, & Title Title, & Schoolman Topka, 1986 ; Tarbell, but blurring is not corrected by these methods. Suc-1979) , cessful blur correction of solar images has been demonstrated with speckle interferometry & von der Lu he (Keller Boer, Kneer, & Nesis Boer & Kneer 1992 ; de 1992 ; de 1992 ; der Lu he however, the amounts of data von 1993 ; 1994) ; that needs to be collected makes it impractical for longer time sequences.
Recently developed methods, which estimate the wavefront over isoplanatic areas from multiphase, or "" phase diverse,ÏÏ images address this problem. The technique of phase diversity (PD) was Ðrst proposed by & Gonsalves Chidlaw as a method for simultaneously estimating (1979) the wavefront aberrations and the underlying object from two (or more) simultaneous images with a known phase di †erence (most commonly a di †erence in focus position).
et al. suggested phase-diverse speckle (PDS), Paxman (1992) a joint estimation of the aberrations and the common object in a time sequence of phase-diverse data. The extra realizations Ðll in missing information at spatial frequencies where single optical transfer functions (OTFs) are zero. When processed jointly, the inversions also beneÐt from a more favorable ratio of data points to estimated parameters. Still, a small number of atmospheric realizations is sufficient for good restorations, signiÐcantly reducing the amount of data needed compared to speckle methods et al. . This eases the data storage requirements for a given sample rate and increases the chances of getting good enough data in each sample interval. Another appealing property of phase diversity methods is that they estimate and correct for the total wavefront of the optical system, including telescopic aberrations.
PD (1996) , two di †erent implementations of PDS, as well as with traditional speckle interferometry, producing essentially identical restored images.
The time sequences we describe in this paper consist of about 180 simultaneous G-band 4305 and 4686 wide-Ó Ó band Ðltergrams of an enhanced network region at disk center. The temporal cadence of the time series is roughly 25 s spanning a period of 71 minutes. Spatial resolution has been restored separately in the two wavelengths to near the di †raction limit
The restored FOV is 29A ] 70A. (D0A .2). gives an overview of our PDS algorithm and Section 2 introduces notation used in the following sections ;°3 describes the observations in more detail ; describes the°4 phase diversity image restoration ; describes the°5 assembly of the images to produce a temporal sequence (movie).
PARTITIONED PHASE DIVERSE SPECKLE
Here we give only a short (and slightly simpliÐed) overview of our PDS implementation. A more complete description is given by & Scharmer and et Lo fdahl (1994) Paxman al.°3.2). With notation established in the latter (1996, paper, we now refer to our method as partitioned phasediverse speckle (PPDS) since the wavefronts are determined from single atmospheric realizations, but the full PDS information is used for the estimation of the common object. A PDS data set consists of J phase-diverse image pairs where the object (the solar surface) can be assumed to be the same. Ideally, the only di †erence between these image pairs is that they sample di †erent realizations of the atmospheric turbulence. The only di †erence between the images in a pair is a known phase, most commonly a change in focus.
The phase, of a wavefront is expanded in a linearly / j , independent set of basis functions,
where u is a two-dimensional coordinate on the aperture. Here are Zernike polynomials as deÐned by t m Noll (1975). The expansion starts with the focus term, m \ 4, and is truncated at some number M. The wavefront estimation consists of determining the coefficients, by minimizing a jm , an error metric that measures the consistency between the observed images and the estimated object and wavefront in a least-squares sense. Our code uses an iterative linearization technique to Ðnd the optimum estimates of the wavefronts.
In the Fourier domain, the error metric for atmospheric realization j can be written as
where is an image collected in diversity channel k and D jk is an estimate of the corresponding optical transfer func-SOE jk tion (OTF). The OTFs are the autocorrelations of the corresponding generalized pupil functions, taking both and / j (u) the known focus di †erence into account.
is the single FOE j realization estimate of the object and is a noise Ðlter H j that minimizes the rms di †erence between as calculated FOE j with Ðltered noisy data and noiseless unÐltered data. The noise variance ratio, is given by c k ,
where is the rms noise of diversity channel k. p k In a second step, the optimum estimate of the object, common to the PDS data set, is formed according to the formula
where H is similar to but takes data from all J realiza-H j , tions into account,
where is the noise power in diversity channel 1 and 
T racking
Telescope pointing and jitter correction were accomplished in real-time using a newly developed granulation correlation tracking system. The system uses a Dalsa CA-D1-0128 CCD camera with a wideband 4920 Ðlter to Ó acquire granulation images over a 30A FOV ; the image scale is per pixel. The images are read at 820 frames 0A .4È0A .5 per second through a DMA interface to a DEC Alpha 3000/ 900 275 MHz workstation. Every other image is crosscorrelated over a user-selectable 32 ] 32 pixel subarea (approximately 20A ] 20A) to a reference image of the tracked granulation which is updated every 30 s. The crosscorrelation o †sets are translated to commands that are sent at a 410 Hz rate to the damped (D20 Hz) servo-control of the M3 mirror. The system gives stable subarcsecond pointing during good seeing. ([0A .5) 3.2. Data Collection An area of both quiet Sun and enhanced network activity (exhibiting many G-band bright points) near disk center was observed using two Kodak Megaplus 1.6 1536 ] 1032 pixel 10 bit CCD cameras.
shows the optical Figure 1 2 The aperture is stopped down to 47.5 cm by an external heat shield. The image scale is pixel~1 ; the di †raction Ó).
0A .083 limited (j/D) resolution is (12% oversampling) in the 0A .187 G band and (22% oversampling) in the 4686 wide-0A .203 Ó band. The shutters of the two cameras were synchronized by computer control and the integration time was 20 ms. Both cameras were equipped with phase-diverse beam splitters (see which put two images on each CCD with a Fig. 2 ) di †erence in focus position corresponding to 8.85 mm (^0.1 mm) in air. This is equivalent to 1.16 and 1.06 waves peakto-peak of defocus in the G band and in the wideband, respectively.
Frame selection was carried out on the G-band camera ; the best three frames from each 20 s evaluation period, and the simultaneous wideband frames, were recorded for later processing. Intervals of 20 s are used in order to sample over a wide range of seeing conditions while also insuring that minimal solar evolution occurs between the selected images from adjacent intervals. With overhead for writing the images to disk, the average cadence of the selection intervals is 23.5 s. The frames that are selected are usually recorded within seconds of each other since good seeing tends to occur intermittently. This justiÐes the assumption of a common object for the three image pairs (J \ 3).
The cameras use separate mechanical focal plane shutters triggered by a synchronized pulse from the control computer. However, the direction of shutter motion is not under control of the observer ; a synchronization error on the order of the focal plane traversal time of 8.4 ms could result from opposite shutter motion. Within each separate camera, the Ðnite shutter traversal time also results in a time delay between the two phase diversity exposures of about 4.2 ms. These delay times are not negligible with respect to either atmospheric seeing evolution or the nominal integra-FIG. 2.ÈThe beam-splitter conÐguration was designed by Go ran Scharmer and manufactured by Interoptics. The beam-splitter angle and the thickness of the glass give two degrees of freedom, enough to specify both the amount of diversity and the image separation on the CCD (courtesy of Go ran Scharmer). tion time of 20 ms ; we show below that this delay is a probable source of error in the reconstruction process.
Dark frames were collected at the end of the day by blocking the beam from the telescope. No Ñat Ðelds were recorded this day, but the day before Ñat Ðelds were collected by moving the table 200 cm out of focus and rapidly scanning an area of quiet Sun by oscillating the M3 mirror.
WAVEFRONT SENSING AND IMAGE RESTORATION

T he Phase Diverse Speckle Data Set
The G-band and wideband image sequences were aligned with cross-correlations of the focused images to compensate for camera misalignments. The 29A ] 70A region chosen for restoration and analysis encompasses most of the usable FOV of the phase-diversity beam splitters. In addition, the diversity channels (with di †erent focus positions) were brought into approximate registration by cross-correlating a small number of focused images with their corresponding defocused images. The procedure to achieve subpixel accuracy of this alignment is described in the next section.
The processing was applied to 70 ] 70 pixel (5A .8 ] 5A .8) subÐelds. The subÐeld size is a tradeo †, in that large subÐelds contain more information that can facilitate the inversions but small subÐelds avoid averaging out anisoplanatic wavefront variations. Previous experience with data from the SVST indicates that isoplanatic image formation is a reasonable approximation in subÐelds on the order of 5A squared. 
Parameter Setting and Preliminary Inversions
During an experimental phase, the data were examined in di †erent ways and a number of trial inversions were executed. The results of these experiments guided the setting of a number of parameters for the main inversions.
Illumination in the two channels is slightly di †erent (due to the beam splitter) resulting in a noise variance ratio of in the G band and in the wideband. In the c 2 \ 0.3 c 2 \ 0.4 preliminary inversions we found that using these values improved the convergence slightly as compared to setting by deÐnition). c 2 \ 1 (c 1 \ 1 There are tradeo †s to consider when the order of expansion, M, is chosen, and the optimum choice can di †er depending on the application. A high-order expansion allows a more detailed modeling of the wavefront, but if the quality of the data is bad, the solutions may become unphysical and/or entrapped in local minima.
In our code, the number of e †ectively free wavefront parameters can be adopted to the data quality automatically and independently of M by use of a cuto † in the singular value decomposition (SVD ; see et al. Press 1992) method used to solve the linearized equations. We express the cuto †, as a fraction of the largest singular value. In w c , our experience, choosing a high value for allows physical w c solutions for many wavefront parameters, as evidenced by consistency with Kolmogoro † statistics. Using a high for w c safety with bad data, a large M can be chosen to allow detailed modeling of good data. However, there is also the practical consideration that the computing-time scales linearly with the number of included wavefront parameters. Therefore M should be chosen just large enough to give as much freedom as is practically useful with the good data.
In the main inversions, the wavefront expansion was truncated at M \ 21. In a small number of test cases, M \ 15 did not give restorations as good, while M \ 28 did not improve the restored images signiÐcantly.
Preliminary inversions showed signs of entrapment in local minima with which is the cuto † used for w c \ 0.02, previous data with good results. The reason is probably the time delay between the diversity channels introduced by the lateral shutter motion. With the current data, we therefore used which solved the entrapment problem. w c \ 0.08, A selected subset of good quality frames was preprocessed with the phase-diversity program, estimating subpixel interchannel registration. Using only good quality data for this step lets the worse data beneÐt from the parameters estimated from the better data. The registration parameters, averaged over the subÐelds and Ðtted to linear functions of observation time, were then kept Ðxed during the individual main inversions. In order to avoid having coma-type aberrations being interpreted as registration parameters, a high-order expansion, M \ 45, of the wavefronts was used in this step. This reduced the variation of the estimated registration parameters signiÐcantly as compared to M \ 21.
Results of the Main Inversions
The full data set consists of phase diverse data from 542 atmospheric realizations in two di †erent wavelengths. With 60 (5 ] 12) subÐelds per frame, the total number of wavefront determinations is 65,040. The average number of iterations required to converge wavefront corrections to less than 0.01 rad was 6.8 in the G band and 6.3 in the wideband. A total of 181 29A ] 70A (350 ] 840 pixel) images were formed by combining restored subÐelds. In three selection intervals, all the atmospheric realizations are so bad that the object estimates are useless. These are excluded from the following analysis and from the restored image sequences. The total number of restored frames is therefore only 178.
The restoration algorithm ran on several DEC Alpha 9000 workstations in parallel over the course of several weeks ; an estimated 2000 hr of processor time was required to produce this data set.
W avefronts
Seeing is a random process, so one can expect the aberration coefficients to vary a fair amount with time. a m However, the trends should be consistent with expected telescope aberrations. The estimated wavefronts agree well with the type of temporal evolution of the SVST aberrations estimated from 1993 data by & Scharmer Lo fdahl Fig. 4 ). This evolution is attributed to heating of the (1994, entrance window and rotation of the optical elements of the alt-az telescope with respect to the image plane.
The individual wavefront coefficients estimated in the two wavelengths, and correlate well but not a m 4686 a m 4305, perfectly. The linear correlation coefficient is 0.95 for the focus parameter (m \ 4), and greater than 0.5 for most of the other parameters. Our conjecture is that a signiÐcant reason for the spread is seeing evolution during the timing errors due to the shutter motion (see°3).
There are also systematic discrepancies that we illustrate in where is scatter-plotted against for all m. Normalizing the wavefronts to the same wavelengths should correct this, but the systematic e †ect prevails, although with a smaller magnitude. Like the interchannel registration parameters, the di †erential aberrations between the two cameras appear to evolve slowly with time. Removing linear trends from the coefficients further increase the coefficients and improves the correc m 1 lation coefficients slightly for almost all m. It also removes the constant o †sets particularly prominent in the focus, c m 0 , astigmatism, and spherical aberration terms. These o †sets are consistent with the fact that the two wavelength channels were observed with two separate cameras (focus), separated at a wedged beam splitter (astigmatism) and passing through di †erent amounts of glass (spherical).
It is somewhat puzzling that is still systematically less c m 1 than 1 but inspection of the di †erences plotted as functions of time, shows that in many cases more complicated evolution takes place, which could be corrected by the removal of higher order Ðts. Such evolution could be caused by imperfect alignment of the optics after the beam splitter that separates the two wavelength channels. Another possible explanation is the di †erence in the objects in the two wavelengths. If the higher contrast in the G-band images make the PD wavefront sensing easier, that might allow the determination of additional e †ective parameters, as controlled by the SVD cuto †. This explanation is supported by c m 1 values closer to unity as well as slightly higher correlation coefficients for most wavefront parameters in the quiet granulation half of the FOV as compared to the half where most of the pointlike bright points are found. Another possible explanation is the fact that the wideband Ðlter bandpass is D4 times that of the G-band Ðlter, and so would cause a slight averaging e †ect of the estimated wavefronts.
Restored Images
When all wavefronts are estimated, PPDS estimates of the object in each subÐeld are formed according to equation
The restored subÐelds are mosaicked so that reconstruc-(4). tions of the entire FOV are obtained. The improvement in a typical case is shown in Figure 4 (Plate 23). Slighty overlapping window functions, that taper o † to zero about 10 pixels outside the 70 ] 70 pixel FOVs, are used. This avoids artifacts from subÐeld mismatch. It should be noted that visual examination of earlier single restorations show very little of such e †ects & Scharmer but this step (Lo fdahl 1994), is included because we wanted to avoid problems in the following subÐeld cross-correlation step (for destretching) and to ensure success without manual interaction with the large data set at hand.
For some cases, when the restored object mosaic quality was below average, various attempts were made to subjectively improve the quality. When the assumption of a common object was violated because the data were col-lected too far apart in time, new restored images were formed using only two realizations (J \ 2). The same action was taken in a few cases where the seeing in one of the realizations was much worse than in the other two. The Ðnal selection interval had only two realizations to start with, because of lost tracking. In some cases, new estimates of the wavefronts were made, but started from the subÐeld-averaged original wavefront instead of from This zero.3 sometimes helps individual subÐelds where the original inversion is trapped in a local optimum. In one case, severe ringing was observed, which was taken care of by using a slightly narrower noise Ðlter, H, in the object formation. In total, about 10 object estimates (per wavelength sequence) were improved in one or more of these ways.
5. TIME-SEQUENCE PRODUCTION 5.1. Destretching Following phase diversity restoration, the images were further processed to remove image and relative rotation4 atmospheric distortion between frames. The relative distortions are removed by "" temporal destretching ÏÏ as described in et al. This method assumes that highShine (1994). frequency distortions are atmospheric in origin and attenuates them. Lower frequency motions due to real surface Ñows are preserved. However, any high-frequency solar motions are also attenuated. This data set has a roughly normal distribution of time between frames with a minimum of 7 s, a of 99 s, a mean of 23.7 s, and a maximum5 standard deviation of 9.1 s. We deÐne it as the "" preÐltered ÏÏ data set (see also°5.2).
Examples of such images are shown in Figures 5 and 6 (Plates 24 and 25). The right portion of the FOV consists of relatively nonmagnetic granulation, while the left portion contains the enhanced network region. The white squares demarcate subregions which are analyzed individually in for magnetic Ðeld concentration e †ects. Paper II 5.2. Spacetime Filtering The preÐltered data set is then phase velocity (or "" spacetime ÏÏ) Ðltered to suppress the solar acoustic p-mode waves and some of the remaining seeing noise as described in et al. Phase velocities above 4 km s~1 are Title (1992) . attenuated with a sharp low-pass Ðlter in the Fourier domain. The resulting reduction in p-mode intensity variations and random noise improves the frame-to-frame continuity of the movies considerably, thereby facilitating more accurate local correlation tracking. Filtering in the Fourier domain introduces an implicit interpolation in the temporal domain resulting in this case in a Ðnal uniform frame time of 23.75 s. We deÐne this as the "" Ðltered ÏÏ data set.
Image Quality
The resolution in a restored image is limited by the passband of the Ðlter, H (see equations and Bad seeing [4] [5]). attenuates the information at high spatial frequencies, so that it is hidden in noise. When this happens in all J frames in a PDS data set, the passband of H becomes narrower and 3 Only the original wavefronts are discussed in°4.3.1. 4 The alz-az mounting of the SVST results in image rotation which amounted to a total of about 6¡ over the course of the observations analyzed here.
5 There are D1 minute gaps in the sequences due to the removal of bad-quality frames and a pause in observations because of computer storage changes. the restored resolution su †ers. We quantify the resolution in a frame by calculating an equivalent circular Ðlter radius,
where A(u) is a binary function that is unity inside the diffraction limit passband and zero outside (see The Figure 7 ). correspondence between resolution and seeing is shown in by comparison of and the rms of the estimated Figure 8 U H wavefronts. Most of the time the seeing is quite even at D0A .2 are resolved in the images, while most of the bright D0A .4 points are not resolved in the worst frames of our sequences. This is consistent with the Ðndings of & Berger Title (1996) , which show that observation of bright points in intergranular lanes requires spatial resolution on the order of or better. Note that the resolutions are in fact slightly D0A .3 better than indicated in as the deÐnition of Figure 8 , U H slightly underestimates the passband because H does not have a sharp edge.
In we show the contrast, a commonly used Figure 9 measure of image quality, of the observed focused images and the restored frames as functions of time. There is a good correlation between the contrast of the observed images and the rms of the estimated wavefronts, e.g., the contrast is low when the rms of the wavefront is high. However, the restored image contrast is very low when all three observed images are blurry, the wavefront rms is high and is U H relatively small. As can be seen in the PDS pro- Table 1 , cessing increases the contrast, but it also ampliÐes the variation in contrast from frame to
The spacetime frame.6 Ðltering lowers the average contrast a bit, but it signiÐcantly improves the stability.
CONCLUSIONS
Phase-diversity image restoration of solar photospheric images can produce the quality of time series data necessary for measuring subgranular scale ÑowÐelds in the photosphere (see In addition, the frame-to-frame stabilPaper II). ity exhibited in the restored data is clearly superior to the unrestored data set ; cross-wavelength alignment and destretching are improved signiÐcantly.
However, there are improvements which can be made in our implementation of the technique. For instance, the main reasons for the nonsystematic di †erences between the derived wavefronts in the G band and the wideband are (1) the use of two separate mechanical shutters for the OCDs, and (2) the large bandpass di †erences between the Ðlters.
The evidence for (1) is the spread in the correlation of and (see the fact that we still require a a m 4686 a m 4305°3), destretching of wideband images onto the G-band images in order to properly map the bright points, and perhaps also in the relatively low correlation between some of the Ñow-Ðeld vectors measured from the restored G-band and wideband image sets°4.2). Finally, we had to restrict (Paper II, the wavefront solutions (high much more than with w c ) previous similar data sets. We believe this is due to the 4.2 ms delay between the focused and the defocused images, as the shutter moves in front of the sensor array. The evidence for (2) is the systematically higher amplitudes of the G-band coefficients (see although this could also be caused by°3), the higher contrast in the G band.
An obvious improvement would be to use a single shutter for the two beams. Using a wavelength for the wideband image which is closer to that of the G band, as well as a cube beam splitter located much closer to the cameras, would ensure that the two wavefronts would be practically the same (except for possible relative focus errors). This would 6 In very good seeing one would expect the PDS processing to restore all images to the same contrast, but when the seeing varies, better images have more information to facilitate the inversions.
decrease the magnitude of any wavefront error between the wavelengths and improve the calculation of the di †erence between the G-band and the wideband intensities. The use of a single shutter would also allow both the wideband and the G-band images to be used for the wavefront determinations through a straight-forward extension of the error metric (see eq.
[2]),
where the j index refers to two (or more) wavelength channels. The objects, and the observed images, are FOE jj , D jkj , unrelated in di †erent wavelengths, but the transfer functions, only di †er by the known Ðxed focus di †erence SOE jkj , and slowly evolving aberration di †erences which could be estimated in preprocessing along with the interchannel registration in PPDS (and together with all other parameters in joint phase-diverse speckle [JPDS] ). Because of the di †erence in wavelength between the cameras, the natural choice of units for the Zernike coefficients is then not waves or radians anymore, but length. 
